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The teaching profession keeps on flourishing all through any difficult occasion which empowers educators to be frontliners of learning.

Our nation’s learning facilitators are additionally compelled with revising their learning approach to modernization while being cognizant of pupils' welfare during the pandemic. Yet, this additionally permits our instructors and school leaders to ascend to the event, adding task beyond their job description, and become propellers and frontliners of learning.

Teachers embrace resourcefulness and innovativeness in facilitating learning modes. Since the Philippines is the world topnotcher in terms of social media, few educators and academic institution utilized such development by utilizing Facebook Messenger as a sort of contact and correspondence.

Teachers are learning frontliners through becoming a beacon of adept workforce and a numerous of them are braving beyond their customary range of familiarity. They were able to transform and adapt outstandingly to the new normal. It is rampant to witness a great deal of seasoned instructors making a meaningful effort to figure out how to use numerous web platforms, for example, Google Meet, Zoom and the likes.

Educators likewise contextualized and localized their lesson in designing and utilizing the modules and unpacking learning competencies mandated by the DepEd. With this to ponder with, these educators have embarked on extra journey as frontliners of learning.
More so, they are frontliners by being data disseminator with respect to the COVID-19 pandemic. They aid in advising schoolers to obey the pandemic code of behavior and suitable health propensities and how to keep themselves safe and sound.

This consistent advancement outlook of Filipino educators has made persistent schooling conceivable regardless of the difficult times. Certainly, educators steadily jump up in the forefront at whatever circumstance necessary. This contemporary condition exposes that teachers are not only educators by profession. We could accept task beyond our expected set of responsibilities and alter ourselves for the progression of the scholars and society also.
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